This month marks the end of fly-fishing in Minnesota and Wisconsin. Many sportsmen-writers have rhapsodized on the wonders of fly-fishing and "being there." Fly-fishing and the AOFAS are inexorably linked in my life. When I was Course Chairman for our Sun Valley meeting, I planned everything as closely as I could except my arrival date. I couldn't believe I had arrived a day early. Looking for something to do to fill my day, I wandered into the fly shop and happened onto a guide leaning on the counter. He offered a half day of guiding at a price I couldn't refuse. I was awestruck at the beauty of throwing a small dollub of yarn and feather, floating it down the stream, and catching a fish. I find it a great mystery to select the correct fly, place it appropriately, and attract wild fish.
I also find many mysteries in the unraveling of information we have in foot care. Fortunately, my success in foot care is much higher than my success in catching fish. The attractive and wondrous thing about foot surgery is that there are mysteries in what we do in each day. This Journal carries articles that try to unravel some of these mysteries. The long accessory flexor muscle article (Peterson) gives you insight into something that you may not have previously considered. The arthrodesis article (Hintermann) shows that there are kinematic changes when we fuse an ankle. The medicine we do still has a great deal of art in it.
When we float a fly past a feeding fish, it may pass the fish several times before the fish shows any interest. Making the fish strike is the art form. If we perform something and it turns out that we haven't the science to back it up, we consider ourselves artful. This is often the case when we perform a procedure and it works. Then we try to figure out the science. In surgery, if we are fortunate enough to have the scientific studies before performing a procedure, good results allow us to view ourselves as an appropriate scientific surgeon. This Journal attempts to provide some of those studies.
The best learning in fly-fishing comes from one's elders who have experience from multiple failures and successes. It's the same with foot surgery and to this end, we continue to present the work of our founding fathers. Dr. Malcolm Brahms is one of the original group of surgeons involved in the forming of the AO-FAS. We are presenting one of his early articles which is a basis for many of the nonsurgical treatments that we do today.
For me, fly-fishing is a metaphor for many of the things I do in my life surgically. Where else can one spend an afternoon with nymphs.
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